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Paris: City of Art
"A rich and intriguing story whcih the authors disentangle with great skill."--Sunday Telegraph From Antony
Beevor, the internationally bestselling author of D-Day and The Battle of Arnhem In this brilliant synthesis of
social, political, and cultural history, Antony Beevor and Artemis Cooper present a vivid and compelling
portrayal of the City of Lights after its liberation. Paris became the diplomatic battleground in the opening
stages of the Cold War. Against this volatile political backdrop, every aspect of life is portrayed: scores were
settled in a rough and uneven justice, black marketers grew rich on the misery of the population, and a
growing number of intellectual luminaries and artists including Hemingway, Beckett, Camus, Sartre, de
Beauvoir, Cocteau, and Picassocontributed new ideas and a renewed vitality to this extraordinary moment in
time.

Seven Ages of Paris
A fascinating, lavishly illustrated history of the art and architecture of Paris has been expanded to encompass
more than eight hundred illustrations and detailed descriptions to capture the diverse beauty of Notre
Dame's Gothic splendor, the French Impressionist paintings housed at the Musée d'Orsay, the Louvre, new
architectural landmarks, and designs for works in progress.

Paris Mon Amour
Captures the bright lights of Times Square, the top of the Empire State Building, the lush greenery of Central
Park, and several other breathtaking sights, in a dazzling tour through the five historic boroughs of the Big
Apple.

Berlin
The gripping, true story of a brutal serial killer who unleashed his own reign of terror in Nazi-Occupied Paris.
As decapitated heads and dismembered body parts surfaced in the Seine, Commissaire Georges-Victor
Massu, head of the Brigade Criminelle, was tasked with tracking down the elusive murderer in a twilight
world of Gestapo, gangsters, resistance fighters, pimps, prostitutes, spies, and other shadowy figures of the
Parisian underworld. But while trying to solve the many mysteries of the case, Massu would unravel a plot of
unspeakable deviousness. The main suspect, Dr. Marcel Petiot, was a handsome, charming physician with
remarkable charisma. He was the “People’s Doctor,” known for his many acts of kindness and
generosity, not least in providing free medical care for the poor. Petiot, however, would soon be charged with
twenty-seven murders, though authorities suspected the total was considerably higher, perhaps even as many
as 150. Petiot's trial quickly became a circus. Attempting to try all twenty-seven cases at once, the prosecution
stumbled in its marathon cross-examinations, and Petiot, enjoying the spotlight, responded with astonishing
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ease. Soon, despite a team of prosecuting attorneys, dozens of witnesses, and over one ton of evidence,
Petiot’s brilliance and wit threatened to win the day. Drawing extensively on many new sources, including
the massive, classified French police file on Dr. Petiot, Death in the City of Light is a brilliant evocation of
Nazi-Occupied Paris and a harrowing exploration of murder, betrayal, and evil of staggering proportions.

Paris
Thad Carhart never realized there was a gap in his life until he happened upon Desforges Pianos, a demure
little shopfront in his Pairs neighborhood that seemed to want to hide rather than advertise its wares. Like
Alice in Wonderland, he found his attempts to gain entry rebuffed at every turn. An accidental introduction
finally opened the door to the quartier’s oddest hangout, where locals — from university professors to
pipefitters — gather on Friday evenings to discuss music, love, and life over a glass of wine. Luc, the atelier’s
master, proves an excellent guide to the history of this most gloriously impractical of instruments. A
bewildering variety passes through his restorer’s hands: delicate ancient pianofortes, one perhaps the
onetime possession of Beethoven. Great hulking beasts of thunderous voice. And the modest piano “with
the heart of a lion” that was to become Thad’s own. What emerges is a warm and intuitive portrait of the
secret Paris — one closed to all but a knowing few. The Piano Shop on the Left Bank is the perfect book for
music lovers, or for anyone who longs to recapture a lost passion.

The Last Wish
Geralt the Witcher -- revered and hated -- holds the line against the monsters plaguing humanity in this
collection of adventures in the New York Times bestselling series that inspired the Netflix show and the hit
video games. Geralt is a Witcher, a man whose magic powers, enhanced by long training and a mysterious
elixir, have made him a brilliant fighter and a merciless assassin. Yet he is no ordinary murderer: his targets
are the multifarious monsters and vile fiends that ravage the land and attack the innocent. But not everything
monstrous-looking is evil and not everything fair is good. . .and in every fairy tale there is a grain of truth. The
Last Wish story collection is the perfect introduction to a one of a kind fantasy world. And look out for The
Tower of Fools, book one of Andrzej Sapkowski's Hussite Trilogy, coming in October 2020!

Los Angeles
Instant New York Times bestseller USA TODAY and Washington Post bestseller #1 LibraryReads Pick
Named a Most Anticipated Book of the Year by Library Journal and Goodreads Based on the
true World War II story of the heroic librarians at the American Library in Paris, this is an unforgettable story
of romance, friendship, family, and the power of literature to bring us together, perfect for fans of The Lilac
Girls and The Paris Wife. Paris, 1939: Young and ambitious Odile Souchet has it all: her handsome police
officer beau and a dream job at the American Library in Paris. When the Nazis march into Paris, Odile stands
to lose everything she holds dear, including her beloved library. Together with her fellow librarians, Odile
joins the Resistance with the best weapons she has: books. But when the war finally ends, instead of freedom,
Odile tastes the bitter sting of unspeakable betrayal. Montana, 1983: Lily is a lonely teenager looking for
adventure in small-town Montana. Her interest is piqued by her solitary, elderly neighbor. As Lily uncovers
more about her neighbor’s mysterious past, she finds that they share a love of language, the same longings,
and the same intense jealousy, never suspecting that a dark secret from the past connects them. A powerful
novel that explores the consequences of our choices and the relationships that make us who we are—family,
friends, and favorite authors—The Paris Library shows that extraordinary heroism can sometimes be found
in the quietest of places.

Paris Vagabond
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A history of the "city of lights" profiles it as one of the world's most culturally significant locales, in an
accessible volume that covers such events as Paris's settlement at the end of the Stone Age, its role in
numerous social and political revolutions, its survival of the Middle Age plague, and the cultural and
architectural achievements of the Impressionist era. Reprint.

How Paris Became Paris
"Every "diary" is a portrait, chronicle, tale, record, history. Notes taken day by day are not a diary but merely
moments selected at random in the current of time, in the river of the passing day. A "diary" is a tale: the tale
of a tranche de vie (the very definition of the novel, according to one celebrated school), of a period, a year,
many years of our life. And as life follows the logic of a tale, it has a beginning, middle, and end (a life is a
series of beginnings, middles, and ends, within the closed circle of the beginning, middle, and end of life, in
the circle of life). It's not true that a "diary" begins by chance, progresses by chance, has no conclusion but the
end of life. A diary, like every tale, calls for a beginning, a plot, and a denouement. The subject of Diary of a
Foreigner in Paris is my return to Paris after a fourteen-year absence. It's my discovery of a new France, of a
new French people. It's the portrait of a moment in the history of the French nation, of French civilization,
that coincides with a particular moment in my life, in the story of my life. I don't claim to be breaking new
ground in the "diary" genre. I'm simply suggesting that a diary is a tale, as a play is a tale. And now I arrive at
my point: a "diary" is a theatrical work brought to the boards of the page. It's the point at which a tale comes
closest to the theater. Everything there tends toward an ending, a conclusion, following the classical rules of
unity, but centered on the character called "I." It's the Das Da, Kafka's "present moment," brought to the
stage-page. My "diary," at least, is this."--

When Paris Went Dark
Paris: A Photographic Journey provides a historical introduction to the subject and then, in nearly 200
photographs, a journey through its historical sights—bringing the story up to date with scenes of the awful
fire that ravaged Notre Dame cathedral in April 2019. Paris has long been popularly known as the “City of
Light” for its architectural beauty and tradition of intellectualism. It is the royal city of Louis XIV, the Sun
King, and Napoleon. It is the intellectual city of Enlightenment luminaries such as Rousseau and Voltaire. It
is the city of bloody revolution and Madame la Guillotine. It is a city of variety—of magnificent Gothic
cathedrals, the grand avenues of Baron Haussmann, and cutting-edge contemporary buildings. Artists,
writers, and poets have flocked to Paris through the years and all attempted to capture something of its
complexity and verve—such renowned names as Toulouse Lautrec, Seurat, Picasso, Dumas, Hugo, and
Rimbaud among them. Paris is the city of elegance but alongside the Belle poque designs are the risqué
dancers of the Moulin Rouge. It is redolent of music and high fashion, of opulence and decadence, of culture
and rigorous philosophy. Above all, though, it is a city of enchantment. Paris has been seducing visitors for
countless centuries. Today, the city is the commercial center and the cultural heart of France. Paris teems year
round with tourists who come to sample fine cuisine, gaze upon artistic treasures, and take in the indefinable
but heady atmosphere of this most romantic of cities.

Death in the City of Light
Paris Vagabondis an unclassifiable masterpiece, a book that purports to be a novel but, accompanied as it is
by the photographs of Patrice Molinard, is as much a brilliant documentary as a work of the imagination. In
rich prose, suffused with the language of the street, and brilliantly rendered in English by Donald NicholsonSmith, Jean-Paul Clebert captures the essence of a long-gone Paris of the poor, the criminal, and the outcasta society of outsiders beyond the social pale. Clebert's is a genuinely anarchist voice, a free spirit who was an
intrepid explorer of a Paris that was in many places practically ruinous but where the poor were not yet
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completely marginalized. He was also a true writer's writer, hailed by his mentor and friend Blaise Cendrars
and admired by Henry Miller, who said that reading Paris Vagabond"roiled my guts." Publication
History-1st pub. in France in 1952

Cereal City Guide: Paris
A photographic journey through the history of this epic city Samuel Johnson famously said that: “When a
man is tired of London, he is tired of life.” London’s remarkable history, architecture, landmarks, streets,
style, cool, swagger, and stalwart residents are pictured in hundreds of compelling photographs sourced from
a wide array of archives around the world. London is a vast sprawling metropolis, constantly evolving and
growing, yet throughout its complex past and shifting present, the humor, unique character, and bulldog
spirit of the people have stayed constant. This book salutes all those Londoners, their city, and its history. In
addition to the wealth of images included in this book, many previously unpublished, London’s history is
told through hundreds of quotations, lively essays, and references from key movies, books, and records.
From Victorian London to the Swinging 60s; from the Battle of Britain to Punk; from the Festival of Britain to
the 2012 Olympics; from the foggy cobbled streets to the architectural masterpieces of the millennium; from
rough pubs to private drinking clubs; from Royal Weddings to raves, from the charm of the East End to the
wonders of the Westminster; from Chelsea girls to Hoxton hipsters; from the power to glory: in page after
page of stunning photographs, reproduced big and bold like the city itself, London at last gets the
photographic tribute it deserves. Photographs by: Slim Aarons, Eve Arnold, David Bailey, Cecil Beaton, Bill
Brandt, Alvin Langdon Coburn, Anton Corbijn, Terence Donovan, Roger Fenton, Bert Hardy, Evelyn
Hofer, Frank Horvat, Tony Ray-Jones, Nadav Kander, Roger Mayne, Linda McCartney, Don McCullin,
Norman Parkinson, Martin Parr, Rankin, Lord Snowdon, William Henry Fox Talbot, Juergen Teller, Mario
Testino, Wolfgang Tillmans, and many, many others. For die-hard lovers of Paris, Berlin, London, Los
Angeles, and New York, TASCHEN introduces the Portrait of a City Art Edition series. For each edition,
limited to only 500 copies, a legendary local fashion designer is invited to design a bespoke fabric to line the
cover, and a large signed and numbered print of one of the images from the book is included. Paul Smith has
designed the fabric cover for the Art Editions of London: Portrait of a City, and the print Traffic Policeman
was taken by photographer Elmar Ludwig. Art Edition B - No. 501-1,000 Traffic Policeman, 1960s Fine art
print on archival paper 52 x 68 cm (20.5 x 26.8 in.) (Frame not included) Also available in another Art
Edition (No. 1-500)

The Flaneur
In Paris Noir Yonnet tells is about some of the darker quarters of Paris on the left bank of the Seine, centred
on the place Mauberge and the rue Mouffetard, as seen from his own experience. It is mainly written during
the 1940s, under the Occupation and in the immediate post-war period; there is a certain amount dealing
with the resistance, but the main thrust of the book is a Paris that existed between the wars - and is well
known from the film noir -but has since disappeared. It concentrates on the people, rather than places, a
mixture of ordinary workers, tradesmen, artists, con-men and criminals. It invests the area with a sense of
mystery including occasional supernatural events; it is extremely well written, often using the language of the
inhabitants of the area. Raymond Queneau considered it the greatest book ever written about Paris. For
Dedalus it is the perfect counterfoil for J.K.Huysmans Parisian Sketches which Dedalus published in 2004
which showed the darker side of Paris pre Haussman s big boulevards. 'Among the books you must read
before you die is Paris Noir by Jacques Yonnet.' Raphael Sorin Concentrating on the seedy area around
Rue Mouffetard, which becomes "La Mouffe" in a typically Parisian abbreviation, Yonnet reveals the dark
side of the City of Light in the 1940s in this "secret history of a city".The street life of the Left Bank ticks on
much as normal during the Occupation, though L
opoldie the tart stops turning tricks because "the
green German uniform does not suit her complexion". Keep- on-Dancin', the killer with a fondness for
history, rules the roost. Though describing himself as "sceptical, disillusioned, cynical", Yonnet casually
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dispatches a traitor in the Resistance. This is film noir in book form." Christopher Hirst in The Independent

The Seine: The River that Made Paris
"A vivid investigation into the seamy underside of nineteenth and twentieth century Paris"--

Spectacular Paris
Collects essays from more than 20 writers--including David Sedaris, Joe Queenan and Diane Johnson--on
how they feel about the city of Paris, France. Original.

Paris
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER From Edward Rutherfurd, the grand master of the historical novel,
comes a dazzling epic about the magnificent city of Paris. Moving back and forth in time, the story unfolds
through intimate and thrilling tales of self-discovery, divided loyalty, and long-kept secrets. As various
characters come of age, seek their fortunes, and fall in and out of love, the novel follows nobles who claim
descent from the hero of the celebrated poem The Song of Roland; a humble family that embodies the ideals
of the French Revolution; a pair of brothers from the slums behind Montmartre, one of whom works on the
Eiffel Tower as the other joins the underworld near the Moulin Rouge; and merchants who lose everything
during the reign of Louis XV, rise again in the age of Napoleon, and help establish Paris as the great center of
art and culture that it is today. With Rutherfurd’s unrivaled blend of impeccable research and narrative
verve, this bold novel brings the sights, scents, and tastes of the City of Light to brilliant life. Praise for Paris
“A tour de force . . . [Edward Rutherfurd’s] most romantic and richly detailed work of fiction
yet.”—Bookreporter “Fantastic . . . as grand and engrossing as Paris itself.”—Historical Novels Review
“This saga is filled with historical detail and a huge cast of characters, fictional and real, spanning
generations and centuries. But Paris, with its art, architecture, culture and couture, is the undisputed main
character.”—Fort Worth Star-Telegram “Both Paris, the venerable City of Light, and Rutherfurd, the
undisputed master of the multigenerational historical saga, shine in this sumptuous urban epic.”—Booklist
“There is suspense, intrigue and romance around every corner.”—Asbury Park Press

New York
Rise and sprawl. A pictorial history of the City of Angels From the first known photograph taken in Los
Angeles to its most recent sweeping vistas, this photographic tribute to the City of Angels provides a
fascinating journey through the city's cultural, political, industrial, and sociological history. L.A. is shown in
its emergence from a desert wasteland to a vast palm-studded urban metropolis, beginning with the 1880s'
real estate boom, through the early days of Hollywood, the urban sprawl of the late 20th century, and right up
to the present day. About the series: Each compact and dynamic volume in TASCHEN'sPortrait of a City
Piccolo series distills the vitality and history of each city into a billet doux packed with 150 photos
accompanied by informative captions and inspiring quotations.

The Paris Library
A hilarious insider’s guide to Paris by the author of 1000 Years of Annoying the French: “Clarke’s eye
for detail is terrific” (The Washington Post). Stephen Clarke may have adopted Paris as his home, but he
still has an Englishman’s eye for the people, cafés, art, sidewalks, food, fashion, and romance that make
Paris a one-of-a-kind city. This irreverent outsider-turned-insider guide shares local savoir faire, from how to
separate the good restaurants from the bad to navigating the baffling Métro system. It also provides
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invaluable insights into the etiquette of public urination and the best ways to experience Parisian life without
annoying the Parisians (a truly delicate art). Clarke’s witty and expert tour of the city leaves no boulevard
unexplored—even those that might be better left alone.

Paris
A year in Paris . . . since World War II, countless American students have been lured by that vision—and
been transformed by their sojourn in the City of Light. Dreaming in French tells three stories of that
experience, and how it changed the lives of three extraordinary American women. All three women would go
on to become icons, key figures in American cultural, intellectual, and political life, but when they embarked
for France, they were young, little-known, uncertain about their future, and drawn to the culture,
sophistication, and drama that only Paris could offer. Yet their backgrounds and their dreams couldn’t
have been more different. Jacqueline Bouvier was a twenty-year-old debutante, a Catholic girl from a wealthy
East Coast family. Susan Sontag was twenty-four, a precocious Jewish intellectual from a North Hollywood
family of modest means, and Paris was a refuge from motherhood, a failing marriage, and graduate work in
philosophy at Oxford. Angela Davis, a French major at Brandeis from a prominent African American family
in Birmingham, Alabama, found herself the only black student in her year abroad program—in a summer
when all the news from Birmingham was of unprecedented racial violence. Kaplan takes readers into the lives,
hopes, and ambitions of these young women, tracing their paths to Paris and tracking the discoveries,
intellectual adventures, friendships, and loves that they found there. For all three women, France was far from
a passing fancy; rather, Kaplan shows, the year abroad continued to influence them, a significant part of their
intellectual and cultural makeup, for the rest of their lives. Jackie Kennedy carried her love of France to the
White House and to her later career as a book editor, bringing her cultural and linguistic fluency to
everything from art and diplomacy to fashion and historic restoration—to the extent that many, including
Jackie herself, worried that she might seem “too French.” Sontag found in France a model for the life of
the mind that she was determined to lead; the intellectual world she observed from afar during that first year
in Paris inspired her most important work and remained a key influence—to be grappled with, explored, and
transcended—the rest of her life. Davis, meanwhile, found that her Parisian vantage strengthened her sense of
political exile from racism at home and brought a sense of solidarity with Algerian independence. For her,
Paris was a city of political commitment, activism, and militancy, qualities that would deeply inform her own
revolutionary agenda and soon make her a hero to the French writers she had once studied. Kaplan, whose
own junior year abroad played a prominent role in her classic memoir, French Lessons, spins these three
quite different stories into one evocative biography, brimming with the ferment and yearnings of youth and
shot through with the knowledge of how a single year—and a magical city—can change a whole life. No one
who has ever dreamed of Paris should miss it.

Paris
If Adam Gopnik's Paris to the Moon described daily life in contemporary Paris, this book describes daily life
in Paris throughout its history: a history of the city from the point of view of the Parisians themselves. Paris
captures everyone's imaginations: It's a backdrop for Proust's fictional pederast, Robert Doisneau's
photographic kiss, and Edith Piaf's serenaded soldier-lovers; a home as much to romance and love poems as
to prostitution and opium dens. The many pieces of the city coexist, each one as real as the next. What's
more, the conflicted identity of the city is visible everywhere-between cobblestones, in bars, on the métro.
In this lively and lucid volume, Andrew Hussey brings to life the urchins and artists who've left their marks
on the city, filling in the gaps of a history that affected the disenfranchised as much as the nobility. Paris: The
Secret History ranges across centuries, movements, and cultural and political beliefs, from Napoleon's
overcrowded cemeteries to Balzac's nocturnal flight from his debts. For Hussey, Paris is a city whose long and
conflicted history continues to thrive and change. The book's is a picaresque journey through royal palaces,
brothels, and sidewalk cafés, uncovering the rich, exotic, and often lurid history of the world's most beloved
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city.

Metropolitain
A splendid ironic portrayal of literary Paris and of a young writer’s struggles by one of Spain’s most
eminent authors. This brilliantly ironic novel about literature and writing, in Vila-Matas’s trademark witty
and erudite style, is told in the form of a lecture delivered by a novelist clearly a version of the author himself.
The “lecturer” tells of his two-year stint living in Marguerite Duras’s garret during the seventies,
spending time with writers, intellectuals, and eccentrics, and trying to make it as a creator of literature: “I
went to Paris and was very poor and very unhappy.” Encountering such luminaries as Duras, Roland
Barthes, Georges Perec, Sergio Pitol, Samuel Beckett, and Juan Marsé, our narrator embarks on a novel
whose text will “kill” its readers and put him on a footing with his beloved Hemingway. (Never Any End
to Paris takes its title from a refrain in A Moveable Feast.) What emerges is a fabulous portrait of intellectual
life in Paris that, with humor and penetrating insight, investigates the role of literature in our lives.

Paris After the Liberation 1944-1949
From the building of the Brooklyn Bridge to immigrants arriving at Ellis Island, the slums of the Lower East
Side to magnificent art deco skyscrapers, New York's remarkable rise, reinvention, and growth is not just the
tale of a city, but the story of a nation. This beautiful book lays out the streets, sidewalks, culture, and crowds
of the greatest city in the world--in all the greatness of its extremes, contradictions, energy, and attitude. With
vistas of Central Park alongside Coney Island and the sleaze of Times Square, this city portrait champions the
complexity and chaos of New York--its architecture, culture, fashion, and ethnic diversity. More than just a
tribute to the metropolis and its civic, social, and photographic heritage, New York: Portrait of a City also
pays homage to the indomitable spirit of those who call themselves New Yorkers: full of hope and strength,
resolute in their determination to succeed among its glass and granite towers. About the series: Each compact
and dynamic volume in TASCHEN's Piccolo City series distills the vitality and history of each metropolis
into a billet doux packed with 150 photos, informative captions and inspiring quotations.

Dreaming in French
Vienna combines drama and elegance like no other. For centuries the heart of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire, the stately city on the Danube, has been defined by vast palaces and imperial grandeur--but behind
the Baroque opulence, Vienna is also a place of genteel coffee house culture, epicurean tradition, and a
heritage of both delicate and daring music, art, and design, from Johann Strauss to Egon Schiele, from Gustav
Mahler to Josef Hoffmann. This volume is a treasure trove of photography from the last 175 years, following
the evolution of Vienna from imperial capital to modern metropolis. Like a visual walk through time and
cityscape, hundreds of carefully curated pictures trace the developments in Vienna's built environment and
the cultural and historical trends they reflect, whether the urban Gesamtkunstwerk of the 19th-century
Ringstrasse or the experiments of "Red Vienna" in the 1920s, when the city had a social democrat
government for the first time. Through these remarkable photographs, we discover not only the great
landmarks and lesser-known corners of Vienna, but also the ubiquity and the tumult of its history. We see
the cultural blossoming of the fin de siècle, when radical innovators such as Gustav Klimt, Egon Schiele,
Adolf Loos, and Sigmund Freud turned Vienna into a "laboratory of modernity"; the clashes of 1934; the
ascent of Nazi dictatorship; and the horrors writ by the Holocaust in what was once one of the most
populous and multi-ethnic cities on earth. More recently, fascinating postwar photographs explore the
Vienna of the Third Man, at once a city in ruins and a hub for spies. The book closes with the most recent
pictures, celebrating the emergence of today's Vienna--one of the most attractive cities in Europe, in which
rich history once again coexists with international flair and vibrant contemporary culture.
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Paris France
Victoria ("V. E.") Schwab, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue,
invites readers to haunted New Orleans in this third installment of her thrillingly spooky City of Ghosts
series! Where there are ghosts, Cassidy Blake follows . . .Unless it's the other way around?Cass thinks she
might have this ghost-hunting thing down. After all, she and her ghost best friend, Jacob, have survived two
haunted cities while traveling for her parents' TV show.But nothing can prepare Cass for New Orleans, which
wears all of its hauntings on its sleeve. In a city of ghost tours and tombs, raucous music and all kinds of
magic, Cass could get lost in all the colorful, grisly local legends. And the city's biggest surprise is a foe Cass
never expected to face: a servant of Death itself.

Paris Noir
Paris has always enjoyed a reputation as a city at the forefront of architecture and urban planning. Its
faubourgs and its boulevards, its palaces and hotels, its towers and arches and its notorious glass Pyramid, are
the public face of what is perhaps the most imposing city in the world. Over the decades, photographers and
artists have amassed hundreds of images of the city and its buildings. Matthew Weinreb's extraordinary
photography, however, provides a refreshingly different approach, throwing a new and startling light on even
the most familiar sites. Through elaborate sequences, astonishing angles and intriguing details, this volume is
a powerful celebration of the buildings and their features. Punctuated by anecdotal essays from centuries of
Parisian architectural history, it creates a stunning visual essay.

New York. Portrait of a City
In this luminous portrait of Paris, the celebrated historian gives us the history, culture, disasters, and triumphs
of one of the world’s truly great cities. While Paris may be many things, it is never boring. From the rise of
Philippe Auguste through the reigns of Henry IV and Louis XIV (who abandoned Paris for Versailles);
Napoleon’s rise and fall; Baron Haussmann’s rebuilding of Paris (at the cost of much of the medieval
city); the Belle Epoque and the Great War that brought it to an end; the Nazi Occupation, the Liberation,
and the postwar period dominated by de Gaulle--Horne brings the city’s highs and lows, savagery and
sophistication, and heroes and villains splendidly to life. With a keen eye for the telling anecdote and pivotal
moment, he portrays an array of vivid incidents to show us how Paris endures through each age, is altered but
always emerges more brilliant and beautiful than ever. The Seven Ages of Paris is a great historian’s tribute
to a city he loves and has spent a lifetime learning to know. "Knowledgeable and colorful, written with gusto
and love. [An] ambitious and skillful narrative that covers the history of Paris with considerable brio and
fervor." —LOS ANGELES TIMES BOOK REVIEW

Paris
A vibrant, enchanting tour of the Seine from longtime New York Times foreign correspondent and bestselling author Elaine Sciolino. Elaine Sciolino came to Paris as a young foreign correspondent and was
seduced by a river. In The Seine, she tells the story of that river from its source on a remote plateau of
Burgundy to the wide estuary where its waters meet the sea, and the cities, tributaries, islands, ports, and
bridges in between. Sciolino explores the Seine through its rich history and lively characters: a bargewoman, a
riverbank bookseller, a houseboat dweller, a famous cinematographer known for capturing the river’s light.
She discovers the story of Sequana—the Gallo-Roman healing goddess who gave the Seine its name—and
follows the river through Paris, where it determined the city’s destiny and now snakes through all aspects of
daily life. She patrols with river police, rows with a restorer of antique boats, sips champagne at a vineyard
along the river, and even dares to go for a swim. She finds the Seine in art, literature, music, and movies from
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Renoir and Les Misérables to Puccini and La La Land. Along the way, she reveals how the river that created
Paris has touched her own life. A powerful afterword tells the dramatic story of how water from the depths of
the Seine saved Notre-Dame from destruction during the devastating fire in April 2019. A “storyteller at
heart” (June Sawyers, Chicago Tribune) with a “sumptuous eye for detail” (Sinclair McKay, Daily
Telegraph), Sciolino braids memoir, travelogue, and history through the Seine’s winding route. The Seine
offers a love letter to Paris and the most romantic river in the world, and invites readers to explore its magic
for themselves.

The Other Paris
A photographic portrait of the City of Light celebrates the beauty and culture of such landmarks as the Eiffel
Tower, the Louvre and the Cathedral of Notre-Dame while offering insight into Paris' enduring architectural
influence.

Paris was Ours
Le Flaneur, the turn-of-the-century French term for the urban stroller, the street wanderer -- an intellectual
with plenty of leisure time to idly traverse the byways of the city, drifting from one quarter to another, making
discoveries, meeting old acquaintances, making new ones. It remains the best way to see Paris. This volume
of photography is a memoir of numerous walks through the French capital by some great photographers,
who set out, like le flaneur, to capture by chance something they had never seen before. These images map
and re-map the desired paths and favourite landmarks of one of the most photographed cities in the world,
reprinting classic shots from the last two hundred years -- right up to the present day. They poignantly evoke
the bars, the cafes, the architecture, the parks and, of course, the vibrancy of the people. Turning the pages is
like taking a walk through the history of the city, noting the changes and those elements that are forever Paris
-- the tree-lined boulevards, the dimly lit bistros, the narrow passages, and the banks of the River Seine.

Paris
"If the Internet could create its version of the perfect girl, Jeanne Damas would probably be her. . . . She's
nailed that French girl je ne sais quoi." --Vogue A window on the world's most stylish city, with more than
100 full-color photos and profiles of 20 diverse and inspiring Parisian women, by "the coolest, most beautiful
French girl in France" (GQ) and a former editor in chief of French Elle "We've always been crazy in love with
this city. . . . We love its arrogance, its clumsiness, its simplicity. And especially the women who live here."
Two quintessential Parisian women--model and fashion designer Jeanne Damas and journalist Lauren
Bastide--shine a spotlight on twenty real-life women of Paris, dispelling the myth that there's only one type of
Parisian woman and introducing us to the city that real Parisiennes live in. They're booksellers, singers,
writers, activists, and antique dealers; they live in small studios, spacious apartments, or houseboats; their ages
range from fourteen to seventy . . . and all embody the effortless chic and insouciant spirit of the legendary
Parisian woman. In Paris takes us into these women's lives, telling us about their careers, families, favorite
nightlife spots, shopping habits, and beloved books and films. Full-color photos taken by Jeanne herself
accompany charming lists of advice on the French art de vivre--from the best places to people-watch with a
glass of wine after work to the perfect Parisian playlist to the ten things that a French woman would never,
ever post on Instagram. Witty, elegant, and modern, In Paris is an ode to Paris through the eyes of its
eternally cool women--for everyone who has ever dreamed of one day living in Paris.

Diary of a Foreigner in Paris
The spellbinding and revealing chronicle of Nazi-occupied Paris On June 14, 1940, German tanks entered a
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silent and nearly deserted Paris. Eight days later, France accepted a humiliating defeat and foreign
occupation. Subsequently, an eerie sense of normalcy settled over the City of Light. Many Parisians keenly
adapted themselves to the situation-even allied themselves with their Nazi overlords. At the same time,
amidst this darkening gloom of German ruthlessness, shortages, and curfews, a resistance arose. Parisians of
all stripes-Jews, immigrants, adolescents, communists, rightists, cultural icons such as Colette, de Beauvoir,
Camus and Sartre, as well as police officers, teachers, students, and store owners-rallied around a little known
French military officer, Charles de Gaulle. WHEN PARIS WENT DARK evokes with stunning precision the
detail of daily life in a city under occupation, and the brave people who fought against the darkness. Relying
on a range of resources---memoirs, diaries, letters, archives, interviews, personal histories, flyers and posters,
fiction, photographs, film and historical studies---Rosbottom has forged a groundbreaking book that will
forever influence how we understand those dark years in the City of Light.

Bridge of Souls (City of Ghosts #3)
Why are we drawn to certain cities? Perhaps because of a story read in childhood. Or a chance teenage
meeting. Or maybe simply because the place touches us, embodying in its tribes, towers and history an aspect
of our understanding of what it means to be human. Paris is about romantic love. Lourdes equates with
devotion. New York means energy. London is forever trendy. Berlin is all about volatility. Berlin is a city of
fragments and ghosts, a laboratory of ideas, the fount of both the brightest and darkest designs of history's
most bloody century. The once arrogant capital of Europe was devastated by Allied bombs, divided by the
Wall, then reunited and reborn as one of the creative centers of the world. Today it resonates with the echo of
lives lived, dreams realized, and evils executed with shocking intensity. No other city has repeatedly been so
powerful and fallen so low; few other cities have been so shaped and defined by individual imaginations.
Berlin tells the volatile history of Europe's capital over five centuries through a series of intimate portraits of
two dozen key residents: the medieval balladeer whose suffering explains the Nazis' rise to power; the
demonic and charismatic dictators who schemed to dominate Europe; the genius Jewish chemist who
invented poison gas for First World War battlefields and then the death camps; the iconic mythmakers like
Christopher Isherwood, Leni Riefenstahl, and David Bowie, whose heated visions are now as real as the city's
bricks and mortar. Alongside them are portrayed some of the countless ordinary Berliners who one has never
heard of, whose lives can only be imagined: the Scottish mercenary who fought in the Thirty Years' War, the
ambitious prostitute who refashioned herself as a baroness, the fearful Communist Party functionary who
helped to build the Wall, and the American spy from the Midwest whose patriotism may have turned the
course of the Cold War. Berlin is a history book like no other, with an originality that reflects the nature of
the city itself. In its architecture, through its literature, in its movies and songs, Berliners have conjured their
hard capital into a place of fantastic human fantasy. No other city has so often surrendered itself to its own
seductive myths. No other city has been so shaped and defined by individual imaginations. Berlin captures,
portrays, and propagates the remarkable story of those myths and their makers..

London: Portrait of a City (Policeman)
Over the centuries, Paris has enjoyed a reputation as a city at the forefront of architecture and urban
planning. Its grand boulevards and parks, its classical proportions, its towers and palaces imprint themselves
on the memories of the many visitors to this most imposing of cities. Prize-winning photographer Matthew
Weinreb turns his expert eye to the rich fa ades of the French capital, throwing a new and startling light on
even the most familiar sites. Like his highly individual portrait of London, this visual essay revisits the
monuments and icons, and elevates the everyday images of the city. Issued in a miniature pocket-sized
format, and at an incredible price, Paris: Portrait of a City is a powerful celebration of the buildings and their
features, punctuated by anecdotal essays about centuries of Parisian architectural history.
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Vienna. Portrait of a City
When Paris became the ultimate destination city.

The Piano Shop on the Left Bank
A lens on the city of lights: A photographic tribute to a capital of romance Described by Goethe as
“universal city where every step upon a bridge or a square recalls a great past, where a fragment of history is
unrolled at the corner of every street”, Paris is as rich in its two millennia of history as it is in its beauty, its
romance, and its art. It was on the banks of the Seine that Niépce and Daguerre officially gave birth to the
new art of photography, and in this evocative tapestry of images, Paris: Portrait of a City leads us through the
city's photographic, as well as its cultural, architectural and civic history. Now in a popular Reader's Edition,
the book features some 500 pictures, bringing together past and present, the monumental and the everyday,
faces and vistas. Images captured by the most illustrious photographers—Daguerre, Marville, Atget, Lartigue,
Brassa , Kertész, Ronis, Doisneau, Cartier-Bresson, sit alongside unknown photographers whose work
somehow bottles a little of that “Parisian air,” in all its sensuality, its poetry and its light. Text in English,
French, and German

Never Any End to Paris
Enjoy the beautiful curated photographs (in color) of Paris in France The photos captures the quintessential
stunning landmarks, scenery and architectural buildings of the country and city from day to night without no
words (texts) This full page picture book will make a great home coffee table decor accessory or as a gift for a
loved one 8.5" x 11" / large size Glossy softcover

City of Light, City of Poison: Murder, Magic, and the First Police Chief of Paris
'Paris is the World, the rest of the Earth is nothing but its suburbs' - Marivaux In this intelligently-written and
supremely entertaining new history, Colin Jones seeks to give a sense of the city of Paris as it was lived in and
experienced over time. The focal point of generation upon generation of admirers and detractors, a source of
attraction or repulsion even for those who have never been there, Paris has witnessed more extraordinary
events than any other major city. No spot on earth has been more walked around, written about, discussed,
painted and photographed. With an eye for the revealing, startling and (sometimes) horrible detail, Colin
Jones takes the reader from Roman Paris to the present, recreating the ups and downs in the history of the
city and its inhabitants. Attentive to both the urban environment and to the experience of those who lived
within it, PARIS: BIOGRAPHY OF A CITY will be hugely enjoyed by habitual Paris obsessives, by first-time
visitors, and by those who know the city only by repute.

Paris Revealed
A flaneur is a stroller, a loiterer, someone who ambles through city streets in search of adventure and
fulfillment. Edmund White, who lived in Paris for sixteen years, wanders through the streets and avenues and
along the quays, into parts of Paris virtually unknown to visitors and indeed to many Parisians. In the hands
of the learned White, a walk through Paris is both a tour of its lush, sometimes prurient history, and an
evocation of the city's spirit. The Flaneur leads us to bookshops and boutiques, monuments and palaces,
giving us a glimpse the inner human drama. Along the way we learn everything from the latest debates among
French lawmakers to the juicy details of Colette's life. Originally published as part of Bloomsbury's Writer
and the City series, this book has sold consistently over the years, and will find a whole new audience in
paperback.
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In Paris
“Tucker writes with gusto . . . high drama.”—Marilyn Stasio, New York Times Book Review In the late
1600s, Louis XIV assigns Nicolas de la Reynie to bring order to Paris after the brutal deaths of two
magistrates. Reynie, pragmatic and fearless, discovers a network of witches, poisoners, and priests whose
reach extends all the way to the king’s court at Versailles. Based on court transcripts and Reynie’s
compulsive note-taking, Holly Tucker’s engrossing true-crime narrative makes the characters breathe on
the page as she follows the police chief into the dark labyrinths of crime-ridden Paris, the halls of royal
palaces, secret courtrooms, and torture chambers.

Paris
From the leading independent travel and style magazine Cereal comes Cereal City Guide: Paris: a portrait of
the French capital offering a finely curated edit on what to see and do for discerning travelers and locals alike.
Rich Stapleton and Rosa Park, Cereal’s founders, travel extensively for the magazine and were inspired to
create a series of city guides that highlighted their favorite places to visit. Now, after building a loyal
readership that counts on their unique, considered advice, they are relaunching the books with a fresh design
and new content. Rather than a comprehensive directory of all there is to see and do, these Cereal City
Guides offer instead an edit of points of interest and venues that reflect Cereal’s values in both quality and
aesthetic sensibility. Rich and Rosa have personally visited hundreds of venues in Paris, distilling their
preferred locales down to their firm favorites. From lively, local-filled cafés to design-driven boutiques that
channel the inimitable Parisian savoir faire, these are the finds that that will offer a more personal take on the
city. Meticulously researched and illustrated with original photography, each guide includes: photo essays of
striking images of the city an illustrated neighborhood map interviews and essays from celebrated locals such
as Patrick Seguin of Galerie Patrick Seguin, artist Frédéric Forest, and more lists of essential architectural
points of interest, museums, galleries, day trips outside the city, and unique goods to buy an itinerary for an
ideal day in Paris Cereal City Guide: Paris is a design-focused portrait of an iconic city, offering a distinctive
look at the best museums, galleries, restaurants, and shops. Also, check out Cereal City Guide: London and
Cereal City Guide: New York.
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